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GERMANTOWN, Maryland, INSERT DATE 2012 - Working Brides Wedding Planners specializes in
South Asian weddings and is now venturing into the matchmaking industry.

â€œIn Love Datingâ€•, open to all cultures is a dating concierge designed to assist Desi singles to find love,
friendship and happiness. With the hectic life of Professional DC Singles they have a hard time
finding the time to meet the perfect mate!

â€œIn Loveâ€• is a custom service that only matches approved members with other like-minded members. 
"Unlike online dating services, In Love Dating takes a hands on approach to pairing our members
with suitable counterparts. In Love Dating is the place to go for DC Singles looking for committed
relationships,â€• says Owner Trisha Cranor.

In Love Dating simplifies the process by personally weeding out any inappropriate subscribers and
suitors.

In Love Dating DC have Desi Singles DC, South Asian Singles DC, Indian Matchmaker DC, South
Asian Dating, Indian Dating DC and many more region matchmaker.

To gain membership, singles meet one-on-one with "In Love" staff to certify. They ensure that
members are honest, mature, professionally suitable and of the highest moral standards.

â€œYou tell us what you are looking for and we search to find the perfect match for you! If you are
looking for love in DC we can help you find itâ€• says Cranor.

We've made a commitment to simplify dating with our professional matchmaking services.
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In Love Dating DC have Desi Singles DC, a South Asian Singles DC, Indian Matchmaker DC, South
Asian Dating, a Indian Dating DC and many more region matchmaker.We've made a commitment to
simplify dating with our professional matchmaking services.
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